
HydroGen: Automatially GeneratingSelf-Assembly Code for Hydron UnitsGeorge Konidaris, Tim Taylor, and John HallamInstitute of Pereption, Ation and Behaviour, University of Edinburgh.fgkonidar, timt, jhallamg�inf.ed.a.ukAbstrat. This paper introdues HydroGen, an objet ompiler system thatprodues self-assembly instrutions for on�gurations of Hydron units. TheHydron is distint from other self-reon�gurable roboti units in that it op-erates under water, and an thus move without being onstrained by gravityof onnetivity requirements. It is therefore well suited to self-assembly asopposed to self-reon�guration, and faes similar ontrol problems to thoseexpeted in nanotehnology appliations.We desribe the �rst version of the Hydron Objet Compiler and its sup-porting software. The objet ompiler uses a basi instrution set to produeinstrutions for the distributed self-assembly of any given onneted on�gu-ration of Hydron units. We briey outline the implementation of a preliminaryinterpreter for this instrution set for Hydron units in a reasonably realistisimulated environment, and demonstrate its operation on two example on-�gurations.1 IntrodutionThe HYDRA projet aims to develop self-synthesising robot systems based onthe use of simple roboti building bloks. One approah to this is the develop-ment of objet ompilers, whih generate instrutions for the distributed syn-thesis of objets from some initial on�guration. Tomita et al. [9℄ have shownthat suh a proess is possible in 2D using a reursive self-assembly proessfor some (but not all) on�gurations of Fratum units. More reent work bySt�y [7℄ has shown that suh a proess is possible for 3D self-reon�gurationusing proteo modules [10℄, whih an be simulated using three of the HYDRAprojet's Atron units [5℄. However, this work requires restritions on the formof the target objet in order to make loal deision-making suÆient beauseAtron units must rawl over eah other to move, and must remain onnetedto a on�guration as it hanges.



2 George Konidaris, Tim Taylor, and John HallamThis paper therefore introdues a omplementary system and aompa-nying objet ompiler for the Hydron, the HYDRA projet's other primaryroboti platform. Hydron units operate while suspended in water, and are thusfree of the onstraints of gravity. This system, alled HydroGen, is thereforeable to assemble objets from units dispersed in water, rather than transform-ing one robot on�guration to another, and provides a self-assembly systemomplementary to St�y's self-reon�guration system.2 The Hydron UnitA Hydron unit prototype is show in Figure 1. Eah unit is roughly irularwith a slightly narrowed equator, giving an approximate height of 12m andwidth of 10m. The Hydron is suspended in water, and atuated in the hori-zontal plane by four nozzles whih expel water drawn through an impeller atthe bottom of the unit when ativated, and whih are seleted by a rotatingollar. A syringe draws or expels water through the bottom of the unit toontrol unit buoyany, and thereby atuate the unit along the vertial axis.Eah unit's hull will also support a small set of swithable optial sensors andemitters apable of transmitting data over short ranges. Optial sensors andtransmitters were hosen beause they provide a simple and exible under-water ommuniation mehanism. Experiments to determine the range ande�etiveness of this sheme are urrently underway.
Fig. 1. A Hydron Unit PrototypeAlthough previous researh has assumed an alternate optial sensor andtransmitter plaement [8℄, in this paper the optial sensors and transmittersare assumed to be loated at eah nozzle, and diretly on top of and un-derneath the unit. Eah transmitter unit is surrounded by four sensor units,forming a diamond. We assume that eah sensor and emitter is ative at amaximum angle of just less than �4 to the normal, so that sensors at a dok-ing site an reeive only signals from emitters at a ompatible doking site onanother Hydron.We term the the area around the transmitter a doking site or binding site,and it is at these sites that the Hydrons are to align themselves with eah



HydroGen 3other during assembly. During the assembly proess, units that wish to bindat a partiular site swith on the relevant transmitter; free units move towardthese lights, and two units are onsidered doked when their transmitter andsensor sites are suÆiently lose together. The sensor and transmitter plaingthus simpli�es ontrol beause eah quartet of sensors allow preise alignmentagainst a partiular transmitter.At the time of writing, two prototypes with funtional propulsion systemshave been suessfully designed and built at Edinburgh. The third prototypewill inlude the optial ommuniation system, and be bath produed.Sine the Hydron is still at the prototype stage, urrent researh takesplae in simulation. The simulator models the physial harateristis of theHydron unit and its light sensors and emitters, as well as the drag propertiesof water, although it does not as of yet fully model its uid dynamis. Thisshould not present a major problem sine the prototypes move fairly slowly (atan average of about 1:4m per seond), thus hopefully minimising turbulene.One serious potential problem that will likely a�et doking in the physialrobots is the fat that they are unatuated about the vertial axis. They maythus obtain doks skewed by up to �4 radians if they enounter turbulene thatrotates them about the vertial axis. Although ontrol ode ould be addedto allow individual units to onstantly shift their positions to ompensate forthe e�ets of turbulene and minor position utuation, rotation about thevertial axis may result in the deformation of the target objet, and suh asituation would be diÆult to detet and retify. We solve this problem in thesimulator through the use of eletromagnets that are swithed on to a�etalignment during doking, although the eventual physial solution may di�er.Beause Hydron units are suspended in water and an move about freelywithin it, they avoid having to perform planning (e.g., [2℄) or imposing stru-tural requirements on the assembled on�guration (e.g., [7℄). During assembly,Hydron units do not have to move aross the surfae of an already onstrutedbody { instead, they an oat around until they notie an optial signal froma site searhing for a binding unit and then follow this light until they reahtheir intended position. Although this may require suÆiently many units ini-tially plaed in useful positions to ahieve rapid assembly, and thus more unitsthan stritly neessary, it may bring a measure of redundany to the system.Beause the units would start in a ompletely disonneted initial on�g-uration, self-assembly with Hydron units would be true self-assembly, ratherthan self-reon�guration. This proess has more in ommon with morphogen-esis than other models, whih rely on robots whih start in one (arbitrary)on�guration and rawl over eah other to reah a seond one.A self-assembly system using the Hydron units as a basis might thenbe able to draw more inspiration from and provide more insight into thedevelopmental stages of an organism than reon�guration approahes, thusproviding a bridge between reon�gurable robotis and omputational devel-opment [3℄, and would provide a proof-of-onept omplementary to St�y'sself-reon�guration system [7℄ (also developed under the HYDRA projet).



4 George Konidaris, Tim Taylor, and John HallamIn addition, the knowledge gained from suh a system may be useful in thefuture sine at very small sales air is visous, and robots employed in nan-otehnology appliations will likely enounter similar ontrol problems.3 The HydroGen ProessThe HydroGen design proess is depited in Figure 2. First, either an alreadyavailable CAD model of the objet is onverted to a \modularised" Hydronunit representation (following St�y [7℄), or design takes plae at the unit level.
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start seedFig. 2. The HydroGen Design ProessGiven the unit representation, an objet ompiler then produes a list ofinstrutions for its assembly, and these instrutions are uploaded into a singleinitial seed unit, whih oats in water with suÆiently many other units toomplete the assembly proess. This seed unit is responsible for initiatingassembly and propagating the instrution list.The ode would operate under a simple seeded assembly sheme, wherethere are two types of Hydron units: free-oating units, and seeded units.Seeded units are already bound to the assembled struture, and an open theirremaining binding sites. A free-oating unit then attahes to suh a bindingsite, and is transformed to a seeded unit. No free-oating units exeute anyinstrutions until they dok and beome seeded, whereupon the instrution listis transmitted along with an instrution label to begin exeution with. Controland instrution propagation are thus both ompletely loal and distributed,with the instrutions speifying whih binding sites eah unit should open,and whih instrution numbers the units bound to eah should be seededwith. Thus, eah unit arries an entire opy of the target representation, andthe target is built using the progressive transfer of assembly position betweenunits, as in Tomita et al. [9℄, resulting in a reursive assembly proess.A basi instrution set apable of aomplishing this is given in Table 1,along with a brief desription of eah instrution's funtion. In addition to thelist given in Table 1, instrutions may be given labels whih are used as theseond parameter to the seed instrution.These instrutions are learly suÆient to reah any onneted objet on-�guration, provided that some Hydron unit an reah eah binding site whereneessary. In natural systems, ells and strutures an be grown where they



HydroGen 5Table 1. The Basi Hydron Constrution Setbind x Bind another Hydron unit to site x.form Wait for all sites to omplete binding.seed x y Transform the Hydron bound at site x to a seed,starting exeution there at the instrution labelled y.halt Stop proessing at this unit.are required, but in a system onsisting of seeded and free-oating Hydronunits, a bind point may beome unreahable beause the path to it from allpoints outside of the seeded region is bloked.One way to solve to this would be to enfore a breadth-�rst orderingon binding and seeding; however, for some ombinations of struture, seedhoie and ontrollers, bloking may still our. The form instrution hasbeen inluded as a point where some form of synhronisation behaviour antake plae if neessary. This ould take the form of signal propagation (whereunits that have not ompleted forming broadast a growth suppression signal),or a simple timed seeding pulse.In later work, we intend to expand the instrution set to potentially inludeexpliit signal and gradient propagation, variable aess instrutions, et.,outlined in setion 6.4 Generating Self-Assembly CodeThe objet ompiler is the heart of the HydroGen proess. This setion de-sribes the �rst HydroGen ompiler and its supporting programs.The Hydron Objet Designer provides an intuitive interfae allowing usersto onstrut objets out of Hydron moleules, by manipulating the user's view-point and adding and removing individual units. Although objet desriptionswill eventually likely be disretisations of CAD objet models (as in St�y [7℄),an objet designer that works at unit level is initially a more useful prototyp-ing tool. The Objet Designer produes a desription of the objet as a simplelist of Hydron oordinate triplets, suitable as input to the objet ompiler.The Hydron Objet Compiler then generates a set of self-assembly instru-tions that an be used to build the required struture in a distributed fashion.These instrutions are required to be interpreted either by a ontrol programrunning on an individual Hydron unit, or by the Hydron Objet Interpreter,desribed below.The ompiler generates the instrution list as follows. First, the Hydronoordinate list is read into memory, and sorted on x oordinate, breaking ties�rst on y and then on z oordinate values. The �rst unit in the unit list isthen plaed in a unit queue, and marked as onsidered. The algorithm enters aloop that removes the �rst unit in the queue, and performs a binary searh foreah of the oordinate tuples that would be oupied by units doked at eah



6 George Konidaris, Tim Taylor, and John Hallamsite to determine whih ones are present. Eah unit present at a binding sitegenerates a bind instrution; those that have not been marked as onsideredgenerate seed instrutions and are added to the end of the unit queue. A forminstrution is plaed between the unit's list of bind and seed instrutions anda halt instrution is plaed at the end of the unit's instrution list. This list isthen given the label hp and output, where p is the unit's position in the inputlist, and the loop repeats. The entire ompilation proess takes �(n logn)time, where n is the number of Hydrons in the on�guration, and �(n) spae.The use of a queue rather than simple reursive method for ode generationresults in an instrution list that seeds units in breadth-�rst order, with theaim of inreasing the amount of binding that an our in parallel withoutsynhronisation. We onsider this a good ompromise between allowing forunordered growth, whih maximises the amount of parallel doking possiblebut potentially bloks many doking sites, and a serial doking shedule, whihremoves the potential for parallel onstrution but allows for a ompletelypreditable development proess. The ontroller implementation ould eitherrely on a breadth-�rst growth order happening naturally beause of this, oremploy a synhronisation method to ensure it, as in Tomita et al. [9℄.h1: bind 1bind 5formseed 1 h2seed 5 h3halth2: bind 0formhalt
h3: bind 0bind 4formseed 0 h4halth4: bind 1formhaltFig. 3. A Sample Con�guration and its Self-Assembly Code.A simple objet on�guration (with the seed unit (h1) in darker gray thanthe others) along with the resulting ompiler output is given in Figure 3. Atpresent the ompiler generates instrutions for eah unit, and sine no odeoptimisation is performed, the instrution list length is proportional to thenumber of units in the target on�guration.The Hydron Objet Interpreter is used to verify the ode produed bythe the Objet Compiler, or to rapidly evaluate the objet on�gurationsprodued by some other proess (e.g., a geneti algorithm) without requiringa physially realisti Hydron unit simulation.The interpreter starts with the seed unit and (if neessary) reates a Hy-dron with the required oordinates whenever a bind instrution is exeuted.Figure 4 shows four frames of the development of a simple Hydron struturein the Objet Interpreter.
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Fig. 4. The Objet Interpreter Assembling a Hydron Struture5 Self-Assembly in a Physially Realisti SimulatorThis setion outlines a preliminary implementation of the HydroGen instru-tion set in a reasonably realisti physial simulator. The implementation doesnot takle the problem of breadth-�rst seeding o-ordination, or the problemof multiple light soures onfusing a free-oating unit. In addition, it assumesthat seeded modules bound to the existing struture are suÆiently rigidlyattahed as to not be knoked away by doking modules.Here, free-oating modules pik the quartet of optial sensors with thehighest overall reading, and use a proportional ontrol sheme (with waterresistane providing a di�erential damping omponent) to align the appropri-ate doking port with the light soure by attempting to equalise the readingsaross the sensor quartet. Experiene with the simulator indiates that thisontrol method reliably brings the oating unit suÆiently lose to the sig-nalling unit for it to ativate the appropriate eletromagnet and ompletethe dok. The form instrution does not omplete until all of the requiredbinding sites have doked. This implementation is suÆient for onstrutingsome strutures but will fail when the struture has a hole in it beause somedoking sites will be bloked.Figure 5 shows two assembly sequenes. In the �rst, six free-oating Hy-drons bind to all the sites on a seed Hydron, demonstrating doking andsimple strutural formation. This sequene required approximately 1030 sim-ulated seonds.The seond sequene shows a slightly more omplex on�guration in de-velopment. Although in this ase the Hydrons had to be plaed so that theydid not physially interfere with eah other, the instrutions are learly beingpropagated, and the struture was assembled orretly in 3600 seonds.6 Future WorkThe �rst version of the Hydron Objet Compiler system presented here isintended to form the basis for further work that will further develop thesystem using ideas from ompiler optimisation and ell biology. This setionoutlines the major diretions that future researh is expeted to take.
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Fig. 5. Simulated Self-Assembly Sequenes6.1 Hardware and Simulation ImplementationAlthough the implementation given in setion 5 an perform rudimentaryassembly, it is not yet omplete. It does not implement any form of breadth-�rst signal propagation, nor does it takle the problems that ould our whentwo adjaent Hydrons swith on transmitters pointing in the same diretion(although a form of loal signal suppression would probably be suÆient here).More importantly, it annot reah all onneted objet on�gurations, be-ause of the simplisti method used for Hydron doking and the narrow rangeof the Hydron's sensors. Other ontroller implementations (e.g., where a bind-ing site noties that its way is bloked, lights up an orthogonal doking site,and instruts an arriving Hydron to move around) may solve this problem, orit may require preemptive blokage handling by the ompiler; we expet it torequire some ombination of the two.Further work is thus required to develop methods that an assemble allHydroGen instrution sequenes in real and realistially simulated robots. Thedevelopment of these methods and the further researh detailed below (whihis onerned exlusively with the ompiler) will proeed onurrently, sinethe two proesses are mutually informing.6.2 Growing Disonneted Components using Cell DeathAnother immediate limitation of the basi instrution set is that it annot beused to assemble objets that onsist of two or more disonneted piees. Oneway to resolve this would be to onstrut the objet with extra sa�oldingunits onneting the separate omponents of the objet. A form of timed (orprogrammed) ell death, whih ours during development in natural systemsfor �ne feature formation [4℄, ould then be used to remove the sa�oldingunits one assembly is omplete. The system ould then reah any Hydron



HydroGen 9unit onstrution, provided the sa�olding units ould esape from the on-�guration or perhaps �nd somewhere else to bind. This ould also be used tosolve bloking onits by initially onstrution portions of the objet as solidand then removing Hydrons to obtain the intended struture.6.3 Variables and Common Code SegmentsThe ode generated by this version of the objet ompiler is linear in the sizeof the target on�guration. One way to redue ode size and inrease mod-ularity would be to reuse of ommon ode segments [1℄ and use variables toexpress repeated strutures. This would require the addition of simple branh-ing and arithmeti operators to the instrution set and extra funtionality tothe ompiler, but would result in more onise ode.6.4 Obtaining Symmetry through Cellular GradientsAnother way to inrease the expressiveness of the instrution set would bethe use of a ellular gradient to speify binding site numbering. For example,if the start seed sent out a gradient and the other units numbered their bind-ing sites starting at the site reeiving it, then ommon ode would produeradial symmetry. This would not require major hanges to the ompiler butthere may be other interesting symmetry generating mehanisms (e.g., havingmultiple symmetri origins) that would require more instrutions and furtherompiler funtionality.6.5 Evolving Hydron Con�gurationsFinally, it would be useful to attempt to bridge the gap between expliitly de-signed strutures and those developed by evolutionary tehniques, espeiallysine the instrution set augmented with the additions desribed above repre-sents an expressive genomi language. The use of an Objet Interpreter mayalso allow for extremely fast genome evaluation, while preserving the abilityof evolved solutions to be expressed in realisti environments.Another possibility might be the translation of either the basi instrutionset or a later variant of it to a Geneti Regulatory Network [6, 8℄. The Hydro-Gen system ould then be used to seed suh systems, rather than requiringevolution to start from srath.7 SummaryThis paper has introdued the HydroGen objet ompiler, a system that pro-dues instrutions for the self-assembly of Hydron unit on�gurations, andbriey desribed the Hydron unit. It has also presented the �rst implemen-tation of the Hydron Objet Compiler, supporting a basi instrution set
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